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Problems addressed
• The challenge of traditional credit scoring which relies on the financial information provided by the loan applicants of micro, small & medium-sized enterprises (MSME), such as financial statements
• The challenge of MSME who may not have sufficient credit history and readily available financial records. Without such data and visibility of their business operations, it may be difficult for banks to assess their creditworthiness which impedes their business expansion
• The cost concern of Banks who find the assessment of creditworthiness for MSME not cost-effective

To address the above problems, ASTRI conducted a study and explored the use of financial technologies to develop an alternative credit scoring framework for MSME financing businesses. A panel of industry experts was invited to participate in the study to contribute their insights and discuss the benefits and challenges of the proposed framework.

Innovations
An alternative credit scoring platform with smart engines that produce credit scores for MSME based on both alternative and conventional data.

The innovation outlines:
• An online document processing engine using AI-based optical character recognition technology
• A data analytics engine for credit assessment using conventional data
• An alternative credit assessment engine for implementing the newly proposed framework of alternative credit scoring
• A communication infrastructure for connecting strategic data partners to collect information for the analysis of alternative credit assessment

Key impact
• A cost-effective way for financial institutions to analyze and identify the creditworthiness of MSME
• An automatic credit underwriting platform that supports continuous assessments of MSME
• An innovative approach in using alternative data from different data partners of banks to perform alternative credit scoring
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Commercialisation opportunities
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